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Parkland Fire Alarms Spark Concerns
katherineMAJEWSKI |
Reporter

At Parkland College
on Tuesday, March 5,
two separate fire alarms
went off between noon
and 1pm, requiring
students, faculty, and
staff to leave the main
building and stand in
cold temperatures for
up to thirty minutes until
the all-clear was given.
According to a weather
infographic of Savoy
from wunderground.
com, the temperature on March 5th did
not rise above twenty
degrees Fahrenheit. By
the second evacuation,
one that lasted about
ten minutes, confusion
could be seen and heard
among the groups
gathered outside. Was
there an ongoing emergency? Were the alarms
malfunctioning? Two

evacuations in one day
is unusual for Parkland
College. In an early
Public Safety announcement, Director of Public
Safety William Colbrook
addressed concerns and
rumors. “The first alarm
was due to someone
smoking in a restroom
on the second floor of
the B wing,” Colbrook
said. “The second alarm
was caused by someone
activating a pull station
on the third floor of
the X wing. There is
little chance this was
done accidentally due
to the design of the
pull station. I can only
conclude at this point
that it was pulled maliciously.” Colbrook said
that both alarms functioned correctly under
the circumstances.
Students may wonder
why no Parkland Alerts

went out by text, phone,
and email, like they did
on February 1st during a
flooding emergency that
occurred in the D wing.
Regarding this,
Colbrook told the
Prospectus, “The flood
resulted in a fire alarm
because the fire alarm
system is designed
to detect any water
flowing through the
sprinkler system. The
Parkland Alert system
was used but was
human error. In case
of a fire-related evacuation, the fire alarm is
sufficient to alert the
occupants of the building to exit immediately.”
Of course, a real emergency is always possible,
so Cobras need to be
prepared for evacuation. There are no fire
drills on campus, and
every alarm should be

treated like more than
a prank or a trace of
s m o ke i n t h e b a t h room. According to the
Public Safety announcement put out by
Colbrook, during evacuation people inside
of Parkland College
should leave the building immediately, using
stairs rather than elevators, and get to a safe
distance that is not in
the central courtyard
until the all-clear notice
is issued. If you need
help with evacuation,
the following locations
have been designated
as Areas of Rescue
Assistance where rescuers will be available. A
wing: 2nd floor near the
elevator. B wing: 2nd
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Kendra McClure Teaching Mass Communication and Advising at AMP
paulBENSON | Reporter

There are so many
wonder ful people
in our Parkland
community making a
difference. One faculty
member in particular is
Associate Professor of
Communication Kendra
McClure. McClure has
been teaching here at
Parkland since the fall
of 2009 and has been
full time since 2010.
The courses she teaches
include Introduction
to Advertising,
Introduction to
Public Relations,
Introduction to Mass
Communication, and
Mass Media and Society.
When asked what
brought her here
to teach, McClure
explained, “I went to
college at Valparaiso
University and graduated in 2005 with a
degree in public relations. From there, I
went to St Louis and

worked in PR for about
three years. I loved
it, but a few unfortunate interactions with
media inspired me to
go back to grad school
to become an educator so that I could
teach up-and-coming
communication professionals how to do
their jobs in an ethically sound way. Many
of the journalists I
wo r ke d w i t h we r e
wonderful people, but
I became ver y frustr ated by the ones
who weren’t.” Around
that time, McClure
met her husband,
moved to Effingham,
got her Master of Arts
in Communication
Studies at Eastern
Illinois University, and
then joined the fulltime faculty at Parkland
the following fall.
“Parkland is a great
place to work and I’m
very happy to be here.”
McClure said.

Kendra McClure

In addition to
being an instructor at
Parkland, McClure is
also the faculty advisor for Applied Media
Promotions (AMP),
Parkland’s studentstaffed strategic
communications firm.
“(AMP Coordinator)

Irish Food, Music and Storytelling
at Sylvia’s Irish Inn

If you are looking
for an authentically
Irish experience this St.
Patrick’s Day, Sylvia’s
Irish Inn in Urbana is
just the place to go.
Originally known as
the Historic Lindley
House, Sylvia’s Irish
Inn is now owned and
operated by Urbana
residents Sylvia and
Ernie Sullivan. Hailing
from Dublin, Ireland,
Sylvia dreamt of having

her own Bed and
Breakfast (BnB) since
childhood. “As I was
walking to school, I
saw all these Victorian
and Edwardian homes,
gorgeous homes, and
in the windows, it’d say
‘Bed and Breakfast’…
So, I said ‘Ah, I want to
own a bed and breakfast someday.’ But you
know, I was only a
kid then, not thinking that I was going
to own one,” Sullivan
said. After staying in
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emmaFLEMING | Co-Editor

O n We d n e s d a y,
March 6 the Parkland
College Foundation
hosted its 50th
Anniversar y Day of
Giving. The Foundation
held a 24-hour donation drive in hopes of
raising $50,000. The
Foundation held a kickoff event in the Student
Union. The event
included Champaign
Mayor Deb Feinen and
Urbana Mayor Diane
Marlin who read proclamations of support.
Parkland Trustee Jim
Ayers read a proclamation from the City of
Monticello. A proclamation was also read by
Michelle Gonzalez from
Senator Scott Bennett’s
o f f i c e . P a r k l a n d ’s
radio station, WPCD,
provided music for the
event. “We were on
various local television
and radio news shows,
“ said Tracy Wahlfeldt,
the Executive Director
of the Parkland College
Foundation. “We had
an open house...in the
student union where
we celebrated with
sweet treats, music and
give-aways.” Donors
made contributions
online on the Parkland
College Day of Giving
page. Donors were able
to select a fund that
appealed to them and
donate an amount of
their choice. 		
According to Wahlfeldt,
the Foundation plays
an important role at
Parkland. “We are the
fundraising arm of the
College. We support the
mission of the College,
‘Engage the Community
in Learning’ by providing financial support,”
Wahlfeldt said. “We
do this by providing scholarships for
students and support
for our departments
and programs in terms
of new equipment,

technology upgrades
and facility enhancements.” According to
the Parkland website,
the Parkland College
Foundation creates
opportunities and
opens doors for
students. 		
The Parkland
College Foundation’s
Day of Giving event
created many opportunities for students
as it raised more
than $50,000. To be
exact, the Foundation
raised $69,290 which
is $19,290 more than
the goal. “The foundation raised 138% of the
goal of $50,000. Donors
consisted of Parkland
College faculty and staff,
retirees and community
members,” Wahlfeldt
said. “61 percent of
the money raised
came from current
and retired faculty
and staff members.”
With the money that
was raised, there is
a special portion set
aside for scholarship oppor tunities.
“$44,096 was raised for
student scholarships.
Scholarship support
is often the difference
in someone attending Parkland College
or not attending at all.
The rest of the funds
will be used to support
programs at Parkland
College.” The Day of
Giving event raised a
large portion of money
that will end up benefitting Parkland staff,
faculty and students.
The purpose of the
Day of Giving event
was both to raise
money and celebrate
the 50th “birthday” of
the Parkland College
Foundation. “The
purpose of the event
was to celebrate the
50th Anniversary of
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Discover India in Foellinger

The hard working IGSA members posing for a picture after a successful event on Sunday, May 3rd, 2019. (Photo source: IGSA Facebook page)

Welcome to Sylvia’s Irish Inn! Pictured left to right: Sylvia Sullivan, Ernie Sullivan. Source: sylviasirishinn.com

aylaMCDONALD | Co-Editor

Source: Mike Heiniger

Cindy Smith and
I work together to
help students do
promotional work for
nonprofit organizations in our community.”

Parkland College Foundation
Surpasses $50,000 Goal

a BnB as newlyweds,
she and her husband
Ernie decided to make
her dream a reality.
As Ernie was in the
military at the time,
the couple spent the
next fourteen years
collecting furniture
while stationed overseas in Europe and
the United Kingdom.
“All of the furniture
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“Like us on Facebook”

lobby was filled with
various exhibits, all
showcasing the differThe third edition ent elements of the
of the ‘Discover India’ Indian culture. A varie v e n t , h o s t e d b y ety of posters were set
the Indian Graduate up, which all informed
Students Association a n d e x p l a i n e d t h e
(IGSA), was held on Indian culture to the
March 3rd in Foellinger viewers.
Auditorium, located
To add to that, beauin the hear t of the tiful, traditional Indian
University of Illinois sarees were showcased,
campus.
an Indian spice tastT h e e v e n t w a s ing stand was set up,
divided into three parts. henna/mehendi tattoo
For the first hour, the stations were present
nicolineHANSEN | Digital
Editor

and the experience
of trying on a traditional turban from the
Sikh religion was even
offered.
There was a def inite feeling of pride
throughout the entire
event. It was clear that
the students were very
excited and proud to
showcase their culture.
Even as a non-Indian
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Culture

IGSA members posing in their club shirts on Sunday, May 3rd, 2019. The new club shirts included the IGSA logo on the chest as well as the Indian flag on the shoulder. The shirts are for sale. (Photo source: IGSA Facebook page)

Two happy participants posing for a picture in traditional Indian attire on Sunday, May 3rd, 2019. The event included a ‘best
dressed’ contest where the winner would be the participant in the best traditional Indian attire. (Photo source: IGSA Facebook page)
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participant, the event
was incited big smiles
and warm welcomes.
After looking at all
the exhibits, attendees
were all let into the
auditorium. Here, the
next few hours were
spent further discove r i n g t h e d i f fe r e n t
layers of Indian culture
through performances.
The performances
consisted of music,
dance and even a play
by the CU BalaVihar
kids, which are all children from the local
Indian community.
Before the show
started, there was
time taken out of the
schedule to sing both
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is from Europe, in
Sicily, London, Ireland,
Scotland, all different parts of Europe.”
S u l l i v a n s a i d . “ We
brought back 18 crates
of furniture.”
The inter national
theme of the interior
decoration at Sylvia’s
Irish Inn provides a
homelike feeling for
guests, most of whom
are not American. “We
meet a lot of people,

An excited student trying on a traditional turban from the Sikh religion on Sunday, May 3rd, 2019. (Photo source: IGSA
Facebook page)

the Indian and the
American national
anthem, as well as
thanking all of the
sponsors who made
the event possible.
Being a part of the
audience, as someone
who has never really
explored this culture,
I was blown away. I
was amazed by all the
talent and creativity in
the auditorium. Some
per for mances were
deeply rooted in tradition, whereas other
performances focused
on mixing the traditional aspects with
more modern elements.
The focus of the
event was not just the
performers. The IGSA
had clearly prioritized
a lot of the events to
make sure the audience
had an unforgettable experience. Two
h o s t e s s e s ke p t t h e

audience engaged
and involved throughout the evening; in
between many of the
performances, the hostesses presented trivia
questions about Indian
culture with gift card
rewards for correct
answers.
Though the talent
and the beautiful perfomances amazed me, the
production was not
without flaw. There
seemed to be some
technical difficulties
throughout the show
with microphones not
working and the speakers making unwanted
noise. This resulted in
the show not being as
smooth as it was probably anticipated. It also
made the wait between
the performances a
little long, which wasn’t
ideal. However, the
technical difficulties

were quickly forgotten as soon as the
next performers
went onto the stage
with an impressive
performance.
Credit should also be
given to the audience
for being very engaged
and supportive of the
performers on the stage.
Especially during the
dance performances,
the crowd was great
at clapping and cheering, which created
great mood that clearly
inspired the dancers.
After the performances
were over, the night
was ended with a
Bollywood DJ session
to wrap up the event.
My overall reaction to
the event was a good
one. I learned a lot
about Indian culture
and what it has to
offer. It was interesting to dive into another

c u l t u r e fo r a n i g h t
and discover both the
differences and similarities to my own culture.
Af ter the event, I
r e a c h e d o u t t o D r.
Sadarangani, who
teaches Humanities
109: India and its
Neighbors here at
Parkland College.
Sadarangani provided
her perspective on why
it is important to gain
an understanding about
cultures other than our
own. “Learning about
other cultures helps
us to develop empathy.
We learn that different
cultures have different values, and we
can understand their
practices and choices
within the context
of those values,” Dr.
Sadarangani said. “Also,
studying other cultures
helps us to develop
analytical skills and a

mindset that can help
us with all kinds of
learning.”
If you are nterested
in learning more about
South Asian cultures,
consider taking
D r. S a d a r a n g a n i ’s
Humanities 109 course.
The course consists of
watching films, reading both fiction and
nonfiction, being
creative through arts
and crafts, going out to
eat and participating in
lively discussion. This
course fulfills 3 credits
of humanities or fine
arts general education
requirements and the
non-Western cultures
requirement. If the
Discover India event
appealed to you, then
Sadarangani’s course
might be the perfect
course for you.

and most of my guests
come from Europe,”
Sullivan said. “About
70-75% of the guests are
from Europe.” Sullivan
told the Prospectus that
the location of the Inn
on Green St. in Urbana
makes it an ideal place
for her guests, many
of whom come to visit
their children at the
University of Illinois.
Sylvia also provides
her guests with delicious home cooked
breakfasts.
Sylvia’s Irish Inn
holds High Tea events
throughout the year
and for holidays. A
St. Patrick’s Day High

Tea will be held at the
Inn on Sunday, March
17 from 2pm – 4pm.
“For St. Patty’s Day,
usually between 30
and 40 people come.”
Sullivan said. “I’m
making tea sandwiches
and I’m doing a torch
and a mousse, chocolate mousse… I make
the champagne from
scratch, so there’ll be
a glass of that when
they arrive, and then
somebody’s going to
play Irish music, from
C4A the Community
Center. And then I
have a friend who’ll
tell a story, so that’s
exciting. It’s a story

about Ireland.” Tickets
to the event cost $30
per person and can
be purchased online
at sylviasirishinn.com.
The last day to register is the Friday before
the event.
Having been a child
in Ireland, Sullivan told
the Prospectus about
her memories of St.
Patrick’s Day celebrations in her homeland.
“In Ireland…we go to
parade in the morning and… they have
celebrations, they have
music all over the place
in the bars and everything, they have music
everywhere,” Sylvia

said. “And then you
have corned beef and
cabbage, or ham and
cabbage. Usually we
used to go visit our
aunts and uncles…
about two hours away,
we used to get the train
and go see them on St.
Patty’s Day. And you
wear these little badges
with St. Patrick on them,
little green badges…Its
nice, its upbeat, and as
I said everyone is going
to Mass for St. Patty’s
Day, and just listening
to all the music. Even
in the homes and stuff
they have music and
dancing… Its crowded
while the parade is

going on but then
everybody clears out
and you’ll be able to
move around, and you
can go into a restaurant
to have some Irish food
for St. Patty’s Day, or
you can go into lots of
places where you have
dinner and people be
on the stage doing Irish
dancing… And everything’s green. The
River Liffey is green…
and then there’s lots
of Guinness, lots of
drinking.”
For more information about Sylvia’s
Irish Inn, or to make
inquiries, visit sylviasirishinn.com.
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On Campus
FROM PAGE 1
M109. X wing: 2nd floor,
men’s restroom. X wing:
3rd floor, restrooms.
U wing: 2nd and 3rd
floor, men’s restroom. floors (East stairwells).
C wing: 2nd floor near Libr ar y: Main f loor
the C-3 stairway (West (2nd Level), restrooms.
side). D wing: 2nd floor, This list is also availrestrooms. L wing: 2nd able on the Parkland
floor, women’s restroom. website at parkland.edu
M wing: 2nd floor near and can be accessed

from the “Maps” page.
“Do not smoke in restr o o m s .” C o l b r o o k
said to Parkland
students, faculty, and
staff. “Tobacco use is
prohibited by law and
Parkland College policy,
both inside the buildings and outside on
Parkland property. Do

not bump into, play
with, or otherwise touch
a fire alarm pull station
unless there is a legitimate fire. Illegally
pulling a fire pull station
is against the law. If
offenders are caught,
they will be dealt with
to the extent of the law.”

d r i ve . . . i s d e s i g n e d
to encourage alumni,
students, parents,
faculty, staff and friends
to help raise $50,000
toward academic scholarships, program and
facility support, and
related benefits disseminated through the
foundation.”
With the Foundation
surpassing the donation goal, Wahlfeldt
believes that the event
was ver y successful. “$69, 290 raised in
24 hours,” Wahlfeldt
said. “We are so thankful for the generous
donors that made this
possible!” With the
success of the Day of
Giving event, Wahlfeldt
encourages students

to take advantage of
the opportunities that
the foundation has to
offer. “Students should
apply for scholarships!
Our faculty, staff, retirees and community
members believe in
the power of education to change lives,”
Wahlfeldt said. “They
also strongly support
Parkland College and
the role we play in
educating individuals,
whether they are going
into a career or transfer program.” Wahlfeldt
and the Foundation
are optimistic that
current students will
consider donating in
the future. “I also hope
that once our students
move on to the next

phase of their lives,
that they will remember the role Parkland
College has played in
their educational journey and will consider
a gift to the Parkland
College Foundation
to help other students
achieve their dreams,”
Wahlfeldt said.
For more information about the about
the Parkland College
Foundation, visit the
Parkland website at
parkland.edu/foundation, or contact the
Foundation at foundation@parkland.edu or
217-355-1365.

AMP has worked with
many non-profit organizations including the
McClure said.
Wesley Food Pantry, the
T h e o rg a n i z a t i o n Champaign Farmer’s
started in the Spring Market, and Courage
of 2014. “It’s been Connection. AMP has
wo n d e r f u l t o wo r k also worked with a
with so many differ- few organizations at
ent types of students Parkland, including
over the last five years,” The Prospectus. “We’ve
McClure said. “It’s grown and evolved a
been great to see them lot since we started,
grow as a part of our and I’m excited to see
organization and then what the next five years
go off to a four-year will bring.” McClure
institution or another said.
internship and grow
When asked what her
even more. We’ve had favorite aspect about
students report back teaching is, McClure
and say their time in said, “I can tell you that
AMP helped them get my least favorite aspect
to the next step. That’s is grading! My favorite
what we’re going for.” aspect is that moment

when there’s synergy
between the way I’m
presenting a concept
and the way that a
student is interpreting
that concept. I do my
best to make material
relevant to the students,
b u t I d o n ’ t a l way s
know what’s going to
connect with them. It’s
exciting for me when
students show me they
can apply concepts to
their own lives in unexpected ways.”
McClure said that an
important topic she
covers often in class is
media literacy. “It’s so
important for all of us
to think critically about
the information we’re
consuming,” McClure

said. “I encourage
students to seek out
information from
different sources and
fact check as best they
can, especially before
sharing something on
social media. There’s
still good journalism
happening, but there’s
of course a lot of biased
news out there as
well. Developing good
media literacy skills
can help us identify the
difference.”
At the Prospectus we
wish McClure well on
her pursuit to teach
ethics in communication and to help
students become
professionals in their
field.
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the Parkland College
Foundation which was
incorporated as a charitable entity on March
6, 1969,” Wahlfeldt said.
“The goal was to raise
$50,000 to celebrate the
past 50 years of impacting the College and our
students and to jumpstart the next 50 years.”
The event was intended
for everyone who has
seen the value of the
Community College to
show their support and
appreciation through
donation. According to
the Parkland website,
“the inaugural daylong

A closer photo of the Parkland College Day of Giving table with the cake and card to give to the
students passing by. Photo by Sidney Mounts
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OPPORTUNITY
LIVES HERE.
Our all in commitment doesn’t just apply to our traditional freshmen.
Transfer students succeed at EIU because we invest the same energy
in seeing them succeed. All you have to do is be ready to explore,
engage and grow as our community invests in you. So you can step
into a life you never knew was possible. Check out our generous
scholarship options for transfer students and apply soon!

CONTACT OUR TRANSFER RELATIONS OFFICE:
Call 217-581-2120 or email us at transfer@eiu.edu.

TRANSFER.EIU.EDU
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Collin Jones and Balaji Iyengar as the representatives of Engineer club giving students the
information about the club in the Flag Lounge on Thursday, March 7. Photo by Sidney Mounts

Parkland Colleges Day of Giving table trying to help raise money by collecting donations and giving out
free cake to students on March 6. Photo by Sidney Mounts

TRANSFER ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
SCHOLARSHIPS
CUMULATIVE GPA

MCCLURE

TIER ONE

3.5 - 4.0

$5,000*

($2,500 ANNUALLY)

TIER TWO

3.0 - 3.49

$3,000*

($1,500 ANNUALLY)

PANTHER PROMISE TUITION WAIVER

We are committed to making your education accessible.
Students from households with an annual incoming ranging
from $31,000 to $75,000 will receive up to $2,500 towards
tuition for up to eight semesters.
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Letter to the Editor
The “Go Bag” You’ll Need: Hospital Edition
katrinaHALFAKER | Contributor

Nobody thinks, upon
walking into a clinic
for what they think is
the stomach flu, “I’m
going to be transferred
to the ER and they
won’t let me leave for a
lonnnnnnnng while.” I
certainly didn’t. In total,
I spent 33 days between
Carle and Barnes
Jewish Hospital (where
I was airlifted later).
From an emergency
room to the intensive
care unit, to a bone
marrow transplant
and immunocompromised patient ward: I
was woefully unprepared, every step of the
journey.
My husband was in
charge of packing our
suitcase as he followed
the plane to St. Louis.
It was a hectic night,
but clearly he had no
idea what would be
needed either: creature
comforts or otherwise.
I realized quickly every
outfit possibility was
more clashy-chic than
anything else, much to
our amusement.
Processing a near
death experience and
f ighting to recover
every day is one thing.
Not having a clue what
to bring and how to
adapt? That’s a whole
‘nother hell.
E ve r yo n e s h o u l d
create an essential
items list, in my opinion, for their “go bag”
- which is something
typically reserved for
emergency evacuations,
but it applies in this
case as well. It may vary,
but based on personal
tribulations, I have a
few recommendations.
Hygiene: As previously stated, your own
toothpaste (trust me,

you do not want the
generic barely mintflavored garbage they
h ave i n h o s p i t a l s ) ;
deodorant (especially if
you have sensitive skin

is), nail clippers, tweezers, and dental picks.
Clothing: Loose and/
or easy to pull on pants
that do not drag on
the ground (pajamas,

tops or loose shor t
sleeve shirts (primarily so that lines are not
interfered with, if they
have to be put in and
maintained).

you have models that
allow them to be
changed out), and a
tracfone with all your
contac ts organized
and saved. These are

O t h e r : Yo u r o w n
blankets and pillow!
I cannot stress how
important it is to
combat homesickness
but also, just for neck
support. And, if you’re
going to be trapped
in what I like to call
panini-beds for a long
stay, let the shame of
sleeping with a stuffed
animal fade away. I
had my bear Furnando
with me the entire time.
There may have been a
weird blood spill situation in the ICU once
and he was washed
twice. But nobody will
laugh at you. I promise. Books, cosmetics,
easily portable games,
photographs/small
mementos, a fidget
spinner (or whatever
works): these are all
things to consider
when packing.
They will all help
you to cope through
an incredibly stressful period. I shook a
plush owl cat toy with
beans in it … often. I
had to force myself
into a sort of meditative state to get through
anxiety, and nerve pain,
and those stretches of
loneliness, far away
from friends and family.
Silly? Perhaps. But
sometimes what you
least expect to have
an impact will become
significant. Make your
go bag your own. Just
make sure you have
one.

Photo Caption: “The author, aka Goddess of Mismatch, modeling what she wore for the Washington
University Teaching Hospital and Barnes Jewish Hospital Winter Concert, 2019.”

like me), lotion (ideally
one that is highly moisturizing; the air is quite
dry because of how
sterile the environment

sweatpants, joggers,
leggings), socks (even
if they don’t have grips
on the bottom), sneakers, and a ton of tank

Electronics: Cell
phone and laptop, as
well as chargers, but
additionally - backup
batteries for both (if

your connections to
the outside world. You
must protect them
and prepare for the
unexpected.

Henrietta Leavitt

Student Living,
Close to Campus!

ParklandPoint.com
217-531-3838

Source: Wikipedia
Living during the late 1800’s through early 1900’s, Henrietta Leavitt was a female
academic and a scientist. Fighting through an academic world run by men during the
time of the Women’s Rights Movement, Leavitt held onto her passion for the night sky
until she became an astronomer. Leavitt worked as head of the photographic photometry
department at Harvard where she acted as a human computer, calculating the magnitude
of stars. Discovering about half of the then known population of variable stars, Leavitt’s
greatest contribution to astronomy was her work on the Cepheid variable period-luminosity relationship, which laid the foundation for further discoveries by astronomers such as
Edwin Hubble.
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learning environment.

Employment: If you are interested in working with the
Prospectus, go to prospectusnews.com, click on the “Work
with us!” tab, review our employment requirements, and
submit the completed application form. Alternatively, you
can stop by Student Life to pick up a paper application.
Advertising: Interested in advertising with us? Go to
prospectusnews.com/advertising for information on our
advertising policies and to view our 2018–2019 Media Kit
and Rate Card.
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The Prospectus is Parkland College’s campus-wide student
newspaper, and has been in constant production since late
1968. Our reporters and editors are exclusively students
of Parkland College with a variety of majors and career
interests, not just communications and journalism. We set
out to provide an outlet for students to further develop
their writing, photography, communication, time management, and critical thinking skills while producing a quality,
trusted source of news for Parkland-goers. The Prospectus
publishes weekly during Parkland’s spring and fall semesters and three times during the summer semester.

thePROSPECTUS Staff
aylaMCDONALD − Co-Editor
emmaFLEMING − Co-Editor
paulBENSON − Reporter
nicolineHANSEN − Reporter
katherineMAJEWSKI – Reporter
sidneyMOUNTS − Photographer
scottLANDELLS − Designer
adamRAHN − Managing Editor

Did you know? All unused issues
of the Prospectus are recycled or
donated to the Parkland College
Veterinary Technology program.
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